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Abstract

The efficient selection of behaviorally relevant objects from cluttered environments supports our 

everyday goals. Attentional selection has typically been studied in search tasks involving artificial 

and simplified displays. Although these studies have revealed important basic principles of 

attention, they do not explain how the brain efficiently selects familiar objects in complex and 

meaningful real-world scenes. Findings from recent neuroimaging studies indicate that real-world 

search is mediated by ‘what’ and ‘where’ attentional templates that are implemented in high-level 

visual cortex. These templates represent target-diagnostic properties and likely target locations, 

respectively, and are shaped by object familiarity, scene context, and memory. We propose a 

framework for real-world search that incorporates these recent findings and specifies directions for 

future study.
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‘It is not true that ‘‘the laboratory can never be like life.’’ The laboratory must be 

like life!’ [1].

Attentional selection in daily life

The primary goal of selective visual attention is to focus processing resources on 

behaviorally relevant objects in our visual environment. In our daily lives, we direct 

attention (and, with it, often our eyes) all the time: when searching for a coffee cup in the 

cupboard, when looking out for cars while crossing the street, or when trying to find a friend 

at a conference. Because we perform so many visual searches every day, often for the same 

objects (e.g., people) and often within the same types of environments (e.g., city streets, 

living rooms), we are highly experienced in tasks like these. This experience is reflected in 

exceptionally efficient behavior. For example, most observers will need only a single glance 
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at scenes like the ones shown in Figure 1A to decide whether objects like people, cars, trees, 

or houses are present. The efficiency of extracting behaviorally relevant categorical 

information from real-world scenes is remarkable given the complexity of the task; in daily 

life, scenes contain many distracter objects that share the visual features of target objects, 

including their color, size, and orientation. Furthermore, the visual appearances of both 

target and distracter objects vary greatly across scenes and viewing conditions. How does the 

brain solve this task?

Classical approaches to the study of visual search

To study the process of selecting behaviorally relevant information from cluttered displays in 

the laboratory, behavioral and neurophysiological studies have typically greatly reduced the 

complexity of the real world by having participants perform search tasks in displays 

comprising simple and well-defined stimuli presented on uniform backgrounds (Figure 1B). 

For example, in a display comprising red and green lines of different orientation, observers 

search for the presence of a specific target stimulus defined by a single feature (e.g., red) or 

a specific combination of features (e.g., a red horizontal line).

Behavioral studies

Using this approach, behavioral studies have measured performance in many different kinds 

of search [2]. Search efficiency has typically been defined as the relationship between 

reaction time (RT) and the number of distracter items, or set size. A major goal of several 

influential attention theories has been to explain why some searches are more efficient than 

others.

One influential theory, feature-integration theory (FIT) [3], distinguishes between feature 

and conjunction search. In this account, single features (e.g., red) can be detected in parallel 

across a visual display, thereby resulting in highly efficient search when the target contains a 

unique feature (e.g., a red shape in a display of green shapes). By contrast, when targets are 

defined by a combination of two or more features (conjunction search), focused attention is 

needed to bind features, leading to inefficient search that reflects serial deployment of 

attention to the items in the display. Guided-search theory [4] provides an important 

extension to FIT, proposing that the serial-search process is guided by initial parallel 

processing of features, thereby accounting for the finding that some conjunction searches are 

highly efficient [4]. One prominent alternative theory is the attentional engagement theory 

[5], which postulates that search difficulty is primarily related to the visual similarity of the 

target to the distracters and to the dissimilarity of the distracters to each other (with more 

efficient search for displays with homogeneous distracter sets). These and other theories of 

visual search, based on behavioral findings in artificial multi-element search displays, have 

provided the foundation for investigations at the neural level.

Neurophysiological studies

Important insights into the neural basis of attentional selection come from monkey 

electrophysiology studies. These studies have provided evidence for various effects on 

neural responses when a monkey attends to a visual stimulus relative to when the same 
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stimulus is ignored: neural responses are enhanced [6] and more reliable [7] and noise 

correlations in local populations decrease [8]. Together, these effects suggest that attention 

operates to control neural gain to enhance the neural representation of the attended stimulus. 

Furthermore, attention increases synchronous firing [9] and this may be a mechanism by 

which information transfer within an area and across interconnected areas becomes 

facilitated ([10–12], but see [13]). However, much of this work has focused on the effects of 

attention on simplified target stimuli presented in isolation, thereby drastically reducing the 

complexity of naturalistic selection conditions.

Seminal studies probing the interactions of multiple nearby stimuli have shown that two 

stimuli presented in a neuron’s receptive field (RF) interact in mutually suppressive ways 

such that the neural response reflects a weighted average of the individual responses [6]. 

Such interactions have been interpreted as a neural competition for limited processing 

resources at the level of the RF and immediately surrounding regions [14]. Importantly, 

directing attention to one of two competing stimuli biases neural responses in favor of the 

attended stimulus, thereby effectively filtering out a nearby distracter stimulus and resolving 

the neural competition [6]. Such attentional biases operate not only on spatial locations, but 

also on attended features. Neurons tuned for featural content, such as a specific color or 

direction of motion, show enhanced responses when the preferred feature is selected for 

further processing [15]. Whereas spatial attention effects are selective for the attended 

location, featural effects operate globally across the visual field [16], suggesting that the 

underlying neural mechanisms for feature- and space-based selections differ [15]. In visual 

search, spatial and featural attentional-biasing signals interact. When monkeys search for 

features (e.g., a red circle) in a multi-item array, two processes operate that independently 

boost neural responses: a parallel process that uses featural information to mark conspicuous 

stimuli in the search array, thereby reducing the search space, and a serial process that 

examines the items with spatial specificity to identify matching target stimuli [17].

Importantly, both spatial and featural attentional biases affect neural responses not only in 

the presence of visual stimuli, and thus during the processing of information, but also in the 

absence of visual stimulation [18–21], as evidenced by increases in neural baseline 

responses. For example, neurons in the inferotemporal cortex and prefrontal cortex (PFC) 

show increased activity during a delay period when a target stimulus has been removed from 

the visual scene. This feature-specific delay activity is an example of a neural correlate for a 

‘search template’ that aids an upcoming visual search, biasing competition in favor of 

stimuli matching the template [18]. We elaborate on the concept of attentional templates 

below.

In sum, neurophysiological studies investigating the neural basis of attention using 

simplified displays have shown that attention affects neural processing in several ways. 

When multiple stimuli compete for representation, spatial and featural attention bias 

competition in favor of task-relevant stimuli. Finally, these top-down biasing signals are 

instantiated before the onset of a search array. Although we have focused here on findings 

from monkey physiology, many of the reviewed findings have been confirmed in human 

neuroimaging studies [22,23].
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The next frontier: understanding the neural basis of real-world visual 

search

In daily life, we select meaningful objects from meaningful scenes. Indeed, we usually do 

not direct attention to an empty region in space and we rarely decide to detect simple 

features such as horizontal lines or upward motion. Thus, although studies using simplified 

displays have been fundamental for our understanding of basic attention mechanisms, their 

results are not readily applicable to real-world scenarios. For example, what would be the 

behavioral prediction for detecting people in the scenes of Figure 1A? These scenes contain 

dozens of distracter objects, there is not one feature that uniquely defines the target, and the 

distracter set is highly heterogeneous. Classical attention theories would predict an 

inefficient search, with search times of perhaps several seconds. But clearly it is not; we can 

detect the person in a single glance. A growing body of literature confirms this intuition, 

showing that naturalistic visual search is surprisingly efficient (Figure 2).

There are several important ways in which real-world search differs from search in artificial 

arrays. First, target objects in daily life are typically familiar objects (e.g., ‘my car’) or 

object categories (e.g., ‘cars’) rather than simple features, colors, or shapes. Familiarity 

fundamentally alters object representations in the visual system and influences the efficiency 

of visual search (Box 1). Second, the arrangement of distracters in scenes contains a high 

degree of regularity; we expect chairs around a table or a mirror above a bathroom sink. 

Familiarity with the identity and arrangement of distracter sets facilitates visual search (Box 

1). Third, a real-world scene gives a powerful context that provides information about likely 

target locations (Box 2). Scene layout also provides many constraints about the visual 

properties (e.g., retinal size) of the target object at different locations in the scene (Box 2). 

Finally, previous experience with specific scenes (e.g., ‘my kitchen’) also facilitates search 

[24].

Box 1

The role of visual experience in search

Visual search in daily life typically involves objects and environments that we have 

experienced many times in the past and with which we are thus highly familiar. Visual 

experience fundamentally shapes the visual system [70]. These effects are particularly 

pronounced in early stages of development, but visual experience continues to shape the 

visual cortex throughout the lifespan, as reflected in perceptual learning [71,72]. 

Understanding the mechanisms of real-world visual search therefore requires taking into 

account the role of visual experience on perceptual processing and attentional selection. 

There are at least two ways in which visual experience influences visual search.

First, visual search in daily life usually involves target and distracter objects that are 

familiar and meaningful to us, such as when we search for people in a street scene also 

containing trees, houses, and cars. Behavioral studies have shown that visual search is 

better when target and/or distracter objects are familiar than when they are not [66,73–

75]. At the neural level, it has been shown that extensive visual experience alters the 

representations of objects in high-level visual cortex [72], leading to changes in 
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distributed activity patterns [76] and in the selectivity of single neurons [77,78]. 

Furthermore, neural representations of highly familiar object categories such as animals 

and vehicles may be activated based on rapid feedforward processing [67,79,80], perhaps 

reflecting a hierarchical convergence of multiple simple visual attributes onto single 

neurons representing complex category-diagnostic shapes [81,82]. Such category-

selective neurons may support real-world search. For example, the body-selective 

extrastriate body area [83] has been causally implicated in search for people (but not 

cars) in real-world scenes [84]. Furthermore, visual-search templates may directly 

modulate category-diagnostic shape representations to support parallel search for familiar 

object categories [27,28].

Second, repeatedly performing specific search tasks facilitates search performance [34], 

as for example observed in radiologists [85]. This is due in part to the learning of features 

that optimally distinguish the target from the distracter, as reflected in efficient neural 

representations of target-diagnostic features after training [86]. Additionally, targets are 

easier to find when the identity or spatial arrangement of the distracter set is familiar 

[87]. This ‘contextual cueing’ is particularly relevant for real-world search, because 

objects in the real world typically occur in highly regular contexts (Box 2).

In sum, mechanisms supporting real-world visual search are greatly influenced by visual 

experience. The neural representation of objects changes as a function of experience, 

which affects how top-down attention modulates neural activity during search for these 

objects. Additionally, experience in performing specific searches improves search 

performance due to optimized strategies and implicit learning of distracter sets.

Mechanisms involved in visual search have developed and evolved to function optimally in 

real-world environments and can be assumed to make optimal use of scene-based constraints 

and real-world regularities; a lifetime of experience in searching for objects in scenes must 

have fundamentally shaped neural mechanisms of visual search. To understand fully neural 

mechanisms of visual search therefore requires studying search in naturalistic situations.

Neural basis of category-level search in real-world scenes

Recent neuroimaging studies have started to investigate the neural basis of visual search in 

real-world scenes [25–32]. In a series of studies [27,28,30], functional MRI (fMRI) activity 

was measured while participants detected the presence of objects from a cued category (cars, 

people) in briefly presented photographs of outdoor scenes like those in Figure 1A. The 

presented scenes were new to the participants, contained a large number of distracter objects, 

varied greatly in terms of visual characteristics, were presented briefly, and were followed 

by visual masks. Importantly, participants did not know the location and visual properties of 

the target object before the scene was presented; a scene could show a person sitting on a 

bench but also a group of people walking on a sidewalk (Figure 1). Despite these 

complexities, participants needed only a single glance at the scene (around 100 ms [33]) to 

perform this task successfully.
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It was found that distributed fMRI activity patterns in object-selective visual cortex (OSC) 

contained information about object categories that were present in the scene. Importantly, 

however, this information was strongly modulated by task relevance, with highly reliable 

information for objects belonging to the target category but much weaker information for 

objects of other categories [27,28,30]. Interestingly, in addition to the enhanced processing 

of task-relevant objects, one study showed that the processing of previously (but not 

currently) relevant objects – known to be particularly distracting in visual search [34] – was 

actively suppressed relative to never-relevant objects (Figure 3A,B). Another study measured 

fMRI responses while participants detected people or vehicles in a series of short movie 

segments [25]. Responses in many parts of the brain increased when the target category, or a 

semantically similar category, appeared in the movie, suggesting that category-based 

attention may have widespread influences on brain activity. Together, these results provide 

neural evidence for an attentional-selection mechanism that biases the processing of scenes 

at the category level to mediate real-world search.

Box 2

Scene context constrains search

Knowledge about where we are in the world can be quickly established based on various 

cues such as diagnostic objects in a scene (e.g., stoves are found in kitchens, not 

bedrooms; [88,89]) or scene layout inferred from global image statistics or ‘gist’ [90]. 

Scene context has been shown to play an important facilitatory role in visual search and 

object recognition, with several related factors playing a role. First, scene context creates 

expectations about likely locations of target objects based on semantic relations [88]; we 

start looking for a pen on top of a desk, not on the floor. Scene context also provides 

information about physically impossible target locations, such as a pen floating in the sky 

[88]. Together, these factors guide search and greatly reduce the effective search space 

[91,92]. Second, scene context provides information about the visual characteristics (e.g., 

size) of target and distracter objects at different locations (e.g., depths) within the scene 

[69]. Third, scene context informs the content of the search template by specifying the 

distracter set. For example, looking for a person in a forest versus a beach may generate 

templates that consider the differences in distracter objects. Finally, context also directly 

facilitates object recognition by creating expectations that help to disambiguate otherwise 

ambiguous shapes; for example, a road context creates the expectation that an 

approaching object in the distance is likely a car [47,93].

Intriguingly, category-based attentional biases were found to be spatially global, biasing not 

just the processing of spatially attended scenes but also the processing of spatially 

unattended (and totally task-irrelevant) scenes [27]. As reviewed earlier, such obligatory 

spatially global attention effects have also been observed for attention to simple features like 

color, orientation, and motion direction [15]. These findings therefore imply an interesting 

similarity between attention to familiar object categories in scenes and attention to simple 

features in artificial displays. They are consistent with behavioral findings of rapid object-

category detection at spatially unattended locations [35,36]. One explanation for these 

findings is that our extraordinary visual experience with object categories like cars and 
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people has resulted in representations of these categories that can be activated using 

feedforward processing (Box 1), similar to that shown for processing of simple features [37]. 

Attention might then target category and feature representations in similar ways, despite the 

fact that these representations are located in different parts of the visual system [38].

An important question concerns the mechanisms that lead to the attentional biases reviewed 

above. Specifically, are these biases the result of baseline increases that prime 

representations of task-relevant objects, similar to the spatial- and featural-biasing signals 

that were reported in studies using simple stimuli, reviewed above? Or do they reflect 

feedback signals occurring after the scene has been presented and processed? This issue was 

addressed in an fMRI study in which participants were cued, trial by trial, to detect people or 

cars in briefly presented scenes [28]. Critically, in a proportion of trials, the symbolic 

category cue was presented without a subsequent scene to isolate internally driven attention-

related fMRI activity (Figure 3C). Results showed that the degree of category selectivity of 

preparatory activity in high-level visual cortex was strongly negatively correlated with 

response speed (Figure 3D), whereas a positive correlation with response speed was found 

for preparatory activity in low-level visual cortex. These results indicate that content-specific 

attentional templates guide search in scenes and that some templates are more effective than 

others in doing so (Box 3).

Together, these studies show that the remarkable efficiency of naturalistic category-level 

search is linked to sophisticated attentional-selection mechanisms that are instantiated in 

higher levels of visual cortex. A lifetime of experience has enabled us to process rapidly 

category-diagnostic features in real-world scenes (Box 1). These representations can be 

effectively targeted by attention, leading to both enhancement of relevant and suppression of 

irrelevant information. Internally generated category-selective neural activity provides a 

competitive advantage for objects belonging to the target category, biasing the processing of 

scenes in parallel across the visual field in favor of the attended category and away from 

unattended categories.

A framework for real-world search

The studies reviewed in the previous section have provided ample evidence that real-world 

search is aided by content-specific attentional templates that are implemented in object-

selective cortex and carry a neural signature reminiscent of processes that are also used 

during the feedforward activation of object representations. We refer to these templates as 

the ‘what’ templates. In addition to the ‘what’ templates, recent studies have shown that 

spatial biases are generated during template formation that represent scene locations at 

which targets are expected with high probability based on scene context [29] or episodic 

memory [31]. We refer to these templates as ‘where’ templates. Figure 4 presents a 

framework that captures the influence of several variables on the formation of ‘what’ and 

‘where’ templates during real-world search. Although this frame-work is by no means 

complete, it presents a number of testable hypotheses that may be useful in advancing 

toward a more theoretical account.
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Visual search starts with a behavioral goal that specifies the object or object category that is 

searched for (e.g., looking for people in a park). The general visual attributes of the target 

are likely to be stored in systems representing object knowledge, including the ventral 

temporal cortex [39] and the anterior temporal lobes [40,41]. Importantly, because the 

‘what’ template is modeled as an internal representation of attributes that distinguish the 

target from the distracters [5], it is influenced by both target and distracter properties of the 

current scene. Accordingly, the template is not only influenced by attributes of the current 

search target but also by the current scene context (Box 2) and any knowledge of the scene 

obtained through previous encounters; searching for people on a bridge that occludes the 

lower part of the body (Figure 4) requires a different template than searching for people in 

an open field. Scene context and episodic memory provide information about the likely 

distracter objects to be found in the scene as well as about the likely visual attributes of 

target and distracter objects (Box 2). fMRI and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 

studies have provided evidence that scene-selective regions, including the parahippocampal 

cortex, retrosplenial cortex, and transverse occipital sulcus, represent global scene properties 

and scene category [42–45], which may inform the ‘what’ template. In addition to regions of 

the scene-selective network, the medial PFC has been shown to be involved in context-based 

predictions regarding object properties [46,47]. Episodic scene memory is thought to involve 

the medial temporal lobes, particularly the hippocampus [48], and the posterior parietal 

cortex (PPC) [49]. In this account, the resulting ‘what’ search template is instantiated in 

regions of occipital and temporal cortex that are best suited to represent the specific contents 

of the template; for example, regions in early visual cortex for orientation-specific templates 

[50,51] or regions in high-level visual cortex for category-level templates [28,52].

Box 3

The search template for real-world search

It has been proposed that visual search involves the matching of visual input to an 

internal representation that approximates the sensory input, an attentional ‘template’ that 

comprises attributes distinguishing targets from non-targets [5]. When preparing to 

search for a specific target object defined by specific features (e.g., a particular shape), 

neurons that are selective for those features are activated before the onset of the search 

array [18]. This preparatory activity then biases processing in favor of the target object 

[18].

If the specific features of the target object are known in advance (e.g., red horizontal 

line), the optimal search template comprises these specific features [94,95]. In most real-

world searches, however, the specific features of the target object are not known in 

advance due to moment-to-moment differences in, for example, viewpoint, lighting, 

viewing distance, and occlusion. This raises the question of what features real-world 

search templates comprise; the template must generalize across real-world viewing 

conditions but at the same time be diagnostic of the target relative to the many possible 

distracter objects that could be present in the scene. Results of behavioral studies suggest 

that search for familiar object categories in real-world scenes is mediated by templates 

comprising a collection of intermediate-level category-diagnostic features [96,97]. This 
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notion is supported by computational studies showing that objects are best classified by 

features of intermediate-level complexity, such as the wheel of a car [98].

An important aspect of real-world search is that target-diagnostic features depend on the 

other objects that are present in the scene. For example, an effective template for finding 

a person in a desert might comprise vertical features, whereas such a template would be 

useless when searching for a person in a forest. Thus, search templates for real-world 

search depend on scene context (Box 2). This context-dependent nature of the search 

template remains poorly understood, especially at the neural level.

‘Where’ templates are also shaped by scene context and episodic memory. Scene context 

facilitates search by specifying likely target locations within the scene (Box 2). Context-

based spatial expectations are reflected in activity patterns in regions of the occipitotemporal 

cortex and PPC [29]. Finally, episodic memory-based attentional orienting has been shown 

to involve the hippocampus [32] and to result in spatially specific anticipatory activity in the 

occipitotemporal cortex [31].

Both ‘what’ and ‘where’ templates constitute internal representations that are generated 

based on current behavioral goals, context, and knowledge of the world. Once these 

templates have been generated, they need to be maintained over multiple fixations to serve a 

behavioral goal. The maintenance of target templates across intervening stimuli has 

classically been associated with the PFC [53], with important evidence coming from monkey 

physiology [20,21]. Recent evidence suggests that, at least in humans, the PPC may also 

contribute to the maintenance of ‘what’ and ‘where’ templates. The PPC is interconnected 

with object-selective cortex as well as the PFC and medial temporal lobe long-term memory 

systems [54]. In humans, the PPC has highly advanced object-vision capabilities [55], is 

topographically organized [56], and has been implicated in both feature-based and space-

based attentional control [57,58]. Simultaneously, the human PPC is an integral part of an 

extended working-memory system [59]. Thus, the PPC is well positioned to maintain both 

‘what’ and ‘where’ attentional search templates. Future work is needed to address the 

specific roles of, and interactions between, the visual cortex, PFC, and PPC in the 

representation and maintenance of target templates.

It is important to note that our framework does not consider several variables that will need 

implementation to develop a more complete account of attentional selection from natural 

scenes. Such factors include, but are not limited to, low-level visual saliency [60,61] and 

saliency due to objects’ reward history [62,63], affective properties [64], and social 

relevance [65].

Concluding remarks and future directions

We have argued that attentional selection under naturalistic conditions uses additional and 

partly different mechanisms compared with those that have been studied using artificial 

displays. This provides only one example indicating that a full understanding of cognition 

will be possible only by considering the complexity of the real world [1,66]. There are many 

outstanding questions (Box 4). Addressing these questions will require consideration of 
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findings from multiple fields, including not only classical studies on visual search and 

attention but also findings from studies investigating the neural basis of scene perception, 

object perception, perceptual learning, and memory.

Box 4

Outstanding questions

• Are ‘what’ and ‘where’ templates represented in common regions of visual 

and parietal cortex? How do these templates interact (Figure 4)?

• What are the temporal dynamics of the matching of visual input to ‘what’ 

and ‘where’ templates? Do top-down templates modulate early sensory 

processing [99,100]? Does this time course differ for ‘what’ and ‘where’ 

templates?

• How do neural mechanisms of attention overlap and interact with neural 

mechanisms of expectation [101]?

• To further approximate the real world, an important avenue for future 

research will be to study neural mechanisms of visual search in situations 

that include multiple modalities [102], depth, a realistic temporal structure 

[61], and active exploration.
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Figure 1. 
Search in real-world scenes versus search in artificial scenes. (A) Detecting the presence of 

people in these real-world scenes requires only a single glance, despite the large number and 

variety of distracter objects and the differing appearances of people in the four scenes. (B) 

Detecting the presence of a red horizontal line in the left display (feature search) is highly 

efficient, such that reaction times (RTs) are largely independent of the number of distracter 

items [2]. Detecting the same target is more difficult in the right display (conjunction 

search), with RTs increasing with each additional distracter added to the display [2]. Most 

experimental work has studied visual search using simplified displays like these.
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Figure 2. 
Naturalistic vision is highly efficient. (A) The detection of familiar object categories (e.g., 

animals, vehicles) in scenes is extremely rapid, with electroencephalography (EEG) 

measures showing differences between target and no-target scenes starting at around 150 ms 

[67]. Reproduced, with permission, from [67]. (B) Li et al. [35] showed that participants 

could accurately detect animals or vehicles in natural scenes without focused spatial 

attention. In a dual-task paradigm, participants were instructed to prioritize a demanding 

visual-discrimination task at fixation (not shown). While they performed the central 

discrimination task, they additionally detected animals in scenes presented in the periphery. 

To obtain a baseline measure of performance, each of these tasks was also performed 

separately under single-task conditions. The graph on the left shows performance for the 

central and peripheral tasks normalized according to single-task performance. Importantly, 

performance on the peripheral animal detection task was only mildly impaired by 

simultaneously performing the central discrimination task. This was in stark contrast to 

superficially simpler peripheral tasks such as discriminating red–green from green–red disks 

(right panel); although these tasks were easy to perform on their own, performance dropped 

to chance level in the dual-task condition [35]. Reproduced, with permission, from [35]. 

Copyright (2002) National Academy of Sciences, USA. (C) Scene context guides search. 

Dots indicate the first three fixations of each of 14 observers searching for people in 

photographs of real-world scenes [68]. The target is absent in these scenes. Fixations were 

restricted to small regions of the scenes and were consistent across observers, reflecting 

contextual guidance. Reproduced, with permission, from [68]. (D) Search in real-world 

scenes is highly efficient [69]. Participants in this study searched for target objects, indicated 

by a word cue (e.g., ‘lamp’), in indoor scenes. Reaction time (RT) was plotted as a function 

of set size, the total number of objects present in a scene. It was found that each additional 

object in the scene added only about 5 ms to the RT, a highly efficient search. This contrasts 

with search for objects in artificial arrays, in which each distracter item adds >40 ms to the 

RT [69]. Reproduced, with permission, from [69].
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Figure 3. 
Neural basis of category-level search in real-world scenes. (A) Method used in functional 

MRI (fMRI) studies to measure category information in the visual cortex during scene 

perception [27,28,30]. fMRI response patterns evoked by a scene, here schematically 

illustrated for object-selective cortex, are compared with fMRI response patterns evoked by 

objects shown in isolation in a separate experiment. The similarity of the scene-evoked 

patterns and the patterns evoked by each of the object categories (people, trees, cars) is 

measured as a function of the task relevance of the objects in the scene. In this example, 

people are the target (task-relevant) category, trees are the neutral (never-relevant) category, 

and cars are the distracter (previously relevant) category [30]. (B) Category information 

contained in scene-evoked response patterns in object-selective cortex was modulated by 

task relevance. The scene-evoked response pattern was more similar to the target category 

than to a neutral category, indicating attentional enhancement. Furthermore, the scene-

evoked pattern was less similar to the distracter (previously relevant) category than to a 

neutral category, indicating attentional suppression [30]. Visual search in real-world scenes 

thus involves both attentional enhancement of targets and attentional suppression of 

distracters. Reproduced, with permission, from [30]. (C) Paradigm to measure top-down 

attention signals during search in real-world scenes [28]. On each trial, a symbolic cue (e.g., 

a digit) indicated the category (people, cars) that participants were instructed to detect in the 

subsequent scene. Importantly, on 33% of trials the cue was presented but was not followed 

by a scene, allowing the isolation of purely top-down attention signals. Reproduced, with 

permission, from [28]. (D) Response patterns in object-selective cortex on cue-only trials 

resembled those evoked by viewing pictures of the cued object category (x-axis). The 

category specificity of this top-down attention signal was strongly negatively correlated 

(across participants) with reaction time (RT; y-axis), indicating that category-level search in 

real-world scenes is guided by top-down search templates [28]. Reproduced, with 

permission, from [28].
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Figure 4. 
Framework for top-down attentional influences during search in real-world scenes. In this 

framework, content-specific (‘what’) and location-specific (‘where’) attentional templates 

guide search in scenes. ‘What’ templates comprise attributes distinguishing target from 

distracter objects and thus integrate target and distracter properties of the scene. 

Representations of target and distracter attributes are influenced by the current scene context 

and by knowledge of the specific scene being searched (episodic memory). ‘Where’ 

templates represent the locations where targets are expected to occur, influenced by current 

scene context and episodic memory. Each component of the framework is associated with 

putative brain regions, further discussed in the main text. PPA, parahippocampal place area; 

RSC, retrosplenial cortex; TOS, transverse occipital sulcus; MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; 

MTL, medial temporal lobe; PPC, posterior parietal cortex; OTC, occipitotemporal cortex; 

PFC, prefrontal cortex.
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